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SUPPLE~(1ENTAL HYDROLOGIC ENGINEERING SR&fARY
ON STALLED HURRICANES
ST. LUCIE UNITS 1 & 2

DOCKET NRSERS: 50-335 6 389

Back round

During the ASLB construction permit hearings for Unit 2, the

integrity of safety related features with respect to hurricanes

was questioned. Specifically, the safety of the plant with

respect to the erosional consequences of stalled hurricanes was

questioned by the intervener. Both we and the ASLB each concluded

that additional information on the subject was necessary to

establish that the plant is both acceptably located and that no

damage to safety related features would occur in the event of a

stalled hurricane. It is noted that hurricanes were considered

previoluly, and that a design basis event was selected for the site

using criteria suggested in Regulatory Guide 1.59-Design Basis
a

Floods for Nuclear Power Plants. The design basis event is called

a Probable Maximum Hurricane (PMH);- and is considered the worst

hurricane event that might reasonably occur. The selection of
I

the parameters for this postulated event is based upon information

generated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA); these parameters were discussed in detail in our previously

published SER summary in which we concluded that adequate hu'rricane

protection was being provided.



Examination of P<~K parameters (summarized in the SER) postulated

for the St. Lucie site indicates such an event would be a hurricane

moving with a finite and rel'atively high forward speed of trans-

lation (i.e., it would not be' "stalled hurricane"):

In addressing the question of stalled hurricanes, we requested

the applicant to: (1) undertake a review of historical

hurricane data in the general region of the site to identify

historical occurrences of stalled, looping, or slowly moving

hurricanes; (2) to postulate storm conditions for the site which

could be associated with a severe stalled or looping hurricane;

(3) to identify the surge and wave conditions associated with

such an event; and (4) to evaluate the possible consequences

of a stalled hurricane in terms of erosion and its effects on the

plant. In amendments 34,, 27 and 51 to the St. Lucie 2 application,

the applicant provided information in response to our request. The

.following paragraphs describe both the applicant's,and our

evaluations of the consequences of stalled hurricanes at the subject

site. Specific reference is made herein to the nuclear island. The

term is used to describe the fillplaced on Hutchinson Island for

the St. Lucie plant. A11 safety related facilities are on or adjacent

to the nuclear island.

Historical Hurricanes"-- The applicant's survey of historical hurricane.

data indicated that approximately 20 storms could be classified as

looping. Only two looping severe hurricanes (Betsy, 1965 and Gracie,

1959) possessed ten minute sustained wind. speeds in excess of 100 knots
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Only two huxricanes could be classified as having "stalled",

and their average translational speeds during the stall period
" were 4 knots. The maximum wind speeds in these huxricanes

that stalled occurred 24-48 hours after- the "stall", a'nd

following storm acceleration and translation away from the

initial stall location. No,historical ev.'dence of storm

int nsification of fully developed and severe hurricanes during

stalling or looping was noted. .The applicant also provided

a discussion of theoretical considerations relating to hurricane

dynamics. Two general atmospheric circulation patterns which

would cause a hurricane to stall were identified. The applicant

concluded hurricanes would not intensify during a stall or
Pp

loop because of the increase in the amount of upwelling that would

occur. The process of upwelling is one which brings cooler bottom

waters to the sea surface, changing the sea-aix heat flux and

thereby causing a severe storm to weaken.

Our consultant, Hugo,V. Goodyear reviewed both the applicant's

analysis and historical'torm data. A copy of his report is attached.

He identified about 30 hurricanes that stalled or looped in the genexal

site region out of a sample of 508 tropical storms>of which 304 were

classified as hurricanes (maximum winds of 74 mph ox highex).

In addition, he studied 53 hurricanes or tropical storms which stalled

or looped in a recent 36 year period.



While he agreed in general with the applicant's conclusions, he

also indicated weak storms have intensified during looping, but

most likely near or after the looping period and, when increases

in translational speeds were noted. ,He also cautioned against

transposing severe historical hurricanes without modification,

unless their original track was close to the site for which a

transposition was to be made.

We also noted from our review of the applicant's analysis of

historical stalled or looping hurricanes, oux consultant's report,

and relevant NOAA reports (references 1.6 2) that approgimately 225

I'ropicalstorms or hurricanes have been reported as„ stalling,
F

looping, or recurving out of a total of about 500 storms recorded

in the 93 years between 1871 and 1963. Of the 225 storms,

approximately 38 were reported as looping. Because of the ways

in which tropical storm and hurricane data were collected prior

to xegularly instrumented aircraft flights, a greater number

of historical looping or stalled storms than reported is considered

likely by the staff. Table 1 summarizes some of the pertinent

historical data for stalled or looped hurricanes.
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Based upon the observed characteristics of stalled'urricanes

and the frequency with which they have occurred, we concluded

that a stalled hurricane should be considered a design basis

event. for the St.'ucie sit , and postulated a sequence of

severe storm conditions for use in evaluating the potential

erosion at the site. The postul"ted event is a PMI which

iuould stall approaching the continental shelf, deintensify

and drift shoreward at a minimal rate. Each'axameter

specified (see Tables 1 and 2),was considered severe, and

..~. the resultant. storm likelihood as small or smaller"than

the previously established design basis Probable iiaximum

Hurricane. In particular, the PHH atmospheric pressure

differential reduction of 20 percent, and a translation

speed of 1 knot over a critical approach to the site for

a subs'tantial duration; were considered conservative.

HURRICANE SURGE

The applicant investigated the resultant surge and wave

conditions for four postulated hurricanes, one of which was
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the event. we postulated. Ne reviewed the applicant's analyses,

and independently evaluated the surge and wave conditions for,

our postulated PMH that stalled. Figure l presents eetimates

of surge levels as a function of time above +8 feet mean low

water (1KW) (independent of waves) for (l) our postulated

PMH .that stalled; (2) the applicant's postulated Pi4IH.that

stalled; and (3) Flora, the worst historical looping hurricane

in the Atlantic identified by the applicant, transposed

critically 'to the site. These surge estimates were made using
I'he same predictive models associated with the PK~ discussion ',

in the SER.

~ ". NAVE CLIMATE

Waves, particular'ly when combined with high water levels, can

produce extensive erosion of unprotected coastlines. .Hurricanes

with their high winds blowing over broad open fetches of ocean

create severe wave activity. As large waves approach shallow

water near the coast, they "feel". the bottom and break because

of frictional effects. The peak wave energy can be considered

to increase to a maximum for a breaking. wave, and then diminish

as the wave proceeds shoreward as a broken wave, or during runup.
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The applicant first assumed the beach dune fronting the "nuclear

island" could be eroded to the existing ground level of +4 to +5 feet

liLW during a severe hurricane, once the surge level exceeded +8 feet .

M'.W. This level(+8 feet MLW) 'is approximately the minimum

elevation of the top of the dune in front of the olant. The +4 to

+5 feet existing ground level generally supports the dense

vegetation characteristic of the area between highway AlA and the

beach dune, and the area north and south of the nuclear island.

Based upon the projected surge level above the &j'o +5 feet

HLW ground level surrounding the nuclear island, the applicant

estimated the maximum associated breaking wave height and waue

period ~

GENERAL EROSION DISCUSSION

Two basic erosion analyses were made, as a function of water level

and duration. Pirst, an estimate was made of the,"littoral
drift" that would occur along the faces of the nuclear island.

Littoral drift is the term used to define eroded material in

motion along a shoreline due to currents created by waves

striking the shore at an angle. Secondly, estimates were made of

the erosion to be expected along the faces of the nuclear
island'y

direct frontal wave attack. Both estimates were then combined

to evaluate potential consequences to .safety related facilities.

Each erosion component, and the evaluation of potential

consequences, is discussed separately below.



LITTORAL DRIFT

The applicant assumed that throughout the period of the postulated.

stalled hurricane when waves could be attacking the nuclear island,
I

they would be approaching at a critical angle of 45 degrees. Using

his analysis of the time distribution of limiting breaking wave

heights (as discussed above) for different surge levels to define a

range of wav-, heights to be considered, the applicant estimated

littoral drift rates as a function of breaking wave height. This

analysis used values 15 percent greater than the. worst of five

different methods developed from reference 4. The adopted. method,

including the 15 percent margin, is based upon estimates of the

change in longshore wave energy in the breaking wave zone, and an

" empixica1 relationship between the energy and the on@shore transport

rate for sand of different si'zes. The magnitude of the applicant's

drift rate estimates, including the margin of 15 percent, range from

about 500 cubic yards per"hour for breaking waves four feet high, to

about 7000 cubic yards" per hour for breaking wave 10 feet high.

Integrating over storm duration and the lengths of the critical

north and east sides of nuclear'embankment, which would be-exposed

0

to the wave attack, the applicant estimated a littoral drift rate

for our postulated stalled hurricane of about 35.5 cubic yards per

foot on the east side and 10;4 cubic yards per foot along the

north side. Estimated drift rates for the applicant's. postulated

shorter duration stalled hurricane were about 5 percent less.
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DIRECT FRONTAL NAVE ATTACK

Erosion rates due to direct frontal wave attack were estimated

separately using data generated from wave tank tests.'he tests

were conducted at the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Beach Erosion

Board (now the Coastal Engineering Research Center), in a large

wave tank that produced waves up to six feet high of variable
'eriodimpinging on a sand beach with a 1 vertical to '15 horizontal

slope, and over a range of water levels to simulate tida1 effects.

Two sand sizes, 0.22 and .4 millimeter diameters, were tested with

greater erosion of the finer sand being recorded. These tests,

which indicate decreasing erosion rates with,increasing duration

of wave attack; were initally used by the applicant in only thxee

increments to estimate erosion during periods of general- rising,

high, and falling water levels. The postulated stalled hurricane,

including consideration of ambient astronomical. and anomalous'

tide conditions, would produce several periods of extreme rising

and falling water levels.- He requested the applicant to

reanalyze the Amd. 37 estimates of erosion from frontal ~~ave attack
E

by incrementally estimating erosion during each successive extreme

high water period of rising and falling water level using the

higher initial wave tank erosion rates. Subsequently, the applicant

provided revised frontal wave attack erosion estimates of about 45.6

cubic yards.



'SPECIAL EROSION ANALYSIS FOR KEY LOCATIONS

Xn addition to estimating littoral drift and erosion from frontal
wave attack along the north and east faces of the nuclear island,

the applicant. gave special consideration to erosion of the

northeast corner of the: nucleax 'island,'o.'the ulkimate .heat. sihk

dam on the northwest side of the nuclear island, to erosion in
xront of a drainage ditch on the ease side of the island, and to

current induced erosion through potential breaches in the beach

dune and barrier island. Each 'subject is discussed separately below.

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ISLAND CORNER

The northeast corner of the nuclear island would be particularly
vulnerable to wave attack during a severe hurricane since waves

could be expected to first impinge there and begin to establish

littoral drift along the north and east faces of. the island.

The applicant estimated 27,600 cubic yards of material could be

eroded at the corner during the staff's postulated stalled huxricane.

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

The ultimate heat sink, the facilities necessary to assure a

safety related water supply for shutdown and 'maintenance thexeof,

includes a barrier wall (or dam) between the intake canal and

'Big Mud Creek at the northwest corner of the nuclear island.
'I

A sheetpile bulkhead and two sheetpile groins on the east side of



'the ultimate heat sink channel to Big Hud Creek, and a

sheetpile groin on the west side of the channel, will
be provided to protect the barrier wall from erosion

due to both littoral drift and frontal wave attack.

The applicant considered frontal wave attack from both

the ocean and Indian River. Littoral drift produced

from waves originating from the ocean was also considered.

The applicant estimated a maximum wave'eight'f 8.9

feet (nonbreaking), and a maximum differential static

,water level of 9.9 feet across the barrier wall. Tlute

sheetpile bulkhead along the barrier wall, at an elevation

of +16 feet IHW will minimize the impact of frontal

wave attack and serve to tie the groins together. The

groins, with top elevatians varying from +1S to +ll feet

MLW, are expected to trap littoral drift and minimize

the effects of erosion on the barrier wall.



DRAINAGE DITCH

The applicant initally assumed that frontal wave erosion.

would uniformly attack the nuclear island, regardless of

the geometrical configuration of the nuclear island fill.
At our request, the applicant analyzed separately the

effects of erosion from frontal wave attack along the

east face of the nuclear island, where a drainage ditch

would "collect" and carry away overwash during a severe

hurricane. The applicant arbitrarily assumed one third

of the embankment material above the eroded embankment

profile would be lost Xn the ditch, and concluded erosinn

could extend 40 feet closer to safety related facilities

by consid'ering such effects.



EROS10N THROUGH BREACHES 01 THE BARRIER ISLAND

In examining the topography of Hutchinson Island, and historic

records of storm damage on similar barrier islands, we

concluded that oreaches of the barrier island should be

considered. For both the stalled hurricane analysis discussed

herein, and for the P:Gi analysis discussed in the SER, we

requested the applicant to consider the consequences of such

breaches on safety related facilities during postulated storm

conditions. The natural beach dune varies in elevation and

width, and could be subjected to both overtopping and wave

erosion during.a severe storm. Two general failure, assumptions

'ere made by the applicant; a general .failure along-the entire

beach early in the storm when stillwater levels (exclusive of

waves) would initially reach 98 feet M'.U, and.isolated failuxes

in the vicinity of selected areas which could xesult in relatively

high current velocity inlets after storm passage when watex levels

would be higher in Indian River than in the Ocean.

The assumption of a general breach is critical to concluding

that storm generated waves can xeach'the nuc" ear island with

sufficient severity to".cause extensive erosion. Based upon

consideration of the local topography and potential storm

conditions, we conclude the applicant's assumption of general

failure is conservative.
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The applicant, at our request, assumed isolated breaches of the

barrier island at Big Mud Creek (on north side of the nuclear

island), at other potential inlet channel locations to the north.

and south of the island, and at the intake canal and dischaxge

canal dune crossings.

The case of a breach at the discharge canal is discussed

in detail in the Unit 2 SER, wherein erosion protection

against waves was considered necessary on the "nose" of the

discharge canal in the vicinity of safety related facilities.

Similarly, we herein require pxotection of that portion of the

discharge canal nose associated with Unit 1. Neithpx current

nor wave caused erosion due to a breach at the intake canal,

which could adversely effect safety related facilities,
was considered likely by the applicant because of the location

of such facilities. Me concur. The applicant's analysis of

current induced erosion indicated a breach at Big Hud Creek should

cause the worst conditions. However, in analyzing the currents

along the north face of the nuclear island, the applicant concluded

that scour or erosion effects would be minimal. Ve concur.

EROSION CONSE UENCES

At oux xequest, the applicant evaluated the estimates of the

combined littoral drift-frontal wave attack erosion on safety

related facilities. Cross sections, or transects, at various

angles across the nuclear island were analyzed fox the

combined effects of littoral dxift and frontal wave attack
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assuming no impediments to erosion would exist.

Xn fact, impediments in the forms of facilities not related to

safety (piping, buil'dings, pavements, etc.) do exist along much of

the periphery of a central core of safety related facilities on

the nuclear island. Erosion was assumed to occur at levels

above +4 feet NL'V on the east side of the nuclear island, and

+5 on tne north side. Both are the levels of the ex'isting
I

ground around the nuclear island. The land area along most of

the eastern and northern periphery is covered with rather

dense vegetation which could be an erosion retardent during a severe

hurricane. No credit was claimed, however, for this retardant.

A base beach, or stable erosion slope, was postulated as 1 vertical

"to 50 horizontal above the'tated ground level (+4 or +5 Eeet 11')

around the nuclear island. Such a slope is typical of stable

beach slopes. A 1 vertical to 15 horizontal active erosion slope

based on wave tank tests was assumed to estimate the landward

extent of erosion; i.e., using the total estimated erosion

(littoral drift and frontal erosion)> the 1 on 50 base slope

and 1 on 15 eroding slope, the applicant estimated the expected

advance of erosion toward safety related facilities. The

closest erosion was estimated to approach safety related facilities

was on the north side of the nuclear island, about 160 feet

from the Unit 1 Reactor Building; although erosion was estimated

to extend to within 55 feet of the discharge canal on the northeast

side of the nuclear island.
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CONCLUSIONS

He and our consultants (Hr. Hugo Goodyear and the Coastal

Engineering Research Center) have each independently reviewed

the applicant's assessment of the likely safety consequ'ences of

stalled hurricanes. A copy of reports from each is attached.

He have postulated a severe stalled hurricane, and requested

the applicant to deterministically analyze the likely erosional

consequences of such an event. The assumption is made that the

stalled hurricane postulated is of the same general type and

severity as other design basis events, and that if the plant can

be shown able to withstand it, the plant will.also be able to .,

withstand less sevexe events. During the course of our review

of the successive estimates of water level, wave action and ~

erosional consequences, we identified some areas of analysis

which we did not consider conservative and,, similarly, several

areas of conservatism. The areas which we did not consider

conservative (hurricane parameters, erosion rates, and erosion

consequences) were, at our xequest, modified by the applicant.

The modified analysis, which we conclude is conservative, is

summarized above.

He conclude that a stalled or looping hurricane is an appropriate
event

design basis/for the site region. In terms of flood level, however,

we conclude that a Probable >faximum Hurricane would produce the

highest water level and therefore, the design basis flood level.



The primary characteristic of a stalled or looping hurricane

that could produce adverse consequences at the site is a'relatively

long period of wave induced erosion at high water levels. The

reason that this characteristic could be considered advexse. at

the St. Lucie site is that most safety related facilities are

protected from wave attack by erodable fill.
The applicant's analysis of .the staff 's postulated. stalled hurricane

indicates considerable erosion of the nuclear i land fillaround

safety related facilities would occur. However, the applicant

concluded that sufficient fillwould remain (not be eroded) during

such an event, and there would be no adverse impact on safety

related facilities. Further, less erosion than pre6icted

would more likely occur since no consideration or credit, has

been taken for the potential erosion retardant offered by

facilities not related to safety which are generally located

in front of safety related facilities. Ue 'conclude that the

design of the proposed facility is adequate for a design basis

stalled hurricane.
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TAI3LE 1
Hurricanes with Translational Speeds below 5 Knots

Hu rricane Date
Central Pressure

(Hillibars)
Before During After2

Translational Speed
during Lopp or Stall

,IKnots

tfaximum Mind Hinimum
S eeds (Knots) Central Pressure

Before During After2 (Nillibars)
INEZ

CAROL

BETSY

PLORA

EASY

1944

1941

8/27-9/.10, 1965 1000
943

9/26-10/13, 1963 996

9/1-9/7, 1950 N.A.

10/13-10/21, 1944 - N.A.

8/25-9/2, 1942

9/16-9/25, 1941

N.A.

N.A.

994 987
958 968

972 975

958 N.A.

984 967

N.A. Disipated

N.A. 985

9/21-10/11,1966 999 985 990

9/16-10/1, 1965 985 987 987

4.5

2.5

5)

56

55
100

56

65 60 927

53 60 974

63 66
92 85

69 -79

94 40

64 90

"
936

958

949

'6 'isipated N.A.

56 75 970

NRC H)'PO-
THETICAL PMH THAT STALLED 896. 906. 924. 126 120. 114 89.6

1. 5 Knots'is the minimum translational speed for a slow moving PMH in the St,
Lucie Site ax'ea.

2, Before, During or After the Huxricane Stalled or Looped,
N.A. — Not Availabl'e



TABLE 2

HYPOTHETXCAL STOK~f PARAMETERS FOR HURRICANES SURGES SHOW ON FIGURE 1

Central Pressure
(Hillibars)

Translational Speed
(Knots)

Maximum Hind Speed
Knots

I

NRC HYPOTHETICAL,
P~iK THAT STALLED

BEFORE
STALL

AFTER
STALL

896 924

BEFORE

INSTALL

AFTER
STALL

BEFORE
STALL

126

AFTER
STALL

114

APPLXCMiT' HYPO-
THETXCAL Pi~IH TPAT
STALLED 896 126 N.A.

FLORA~
$ 10RST LOOPXNG
HURRICANE XN ATLANTXC 996 975 79

H

*Flora, which looped over Cuba, 10/4-10/8, 1963, is recognized as the
worst looping hurricane to have occurred in the Atlantic. The

'urricanetrack was transposed critically to the St. Lucie Site
= without changing other'arameters.
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2211 Alder 'day
grQQdop pl orid a
June 3, 3.>75

T~ Q culm an (

Site ~analysis Branch
Da. eczorate of Heaetor Licensin".
U S Huc '- ~ BegulaL orv CowL. i sion
Nas>~n ton D. Cg > . 20555

Subject: Beviea of Hurricane stalls avd. loops pertinent
to th St. Lucie site~ Florida. He: Order No DP.-75-0886

De"=~ Hr. ~M~an:

Mclosed is ~he final version of the review ref'erred. to above.lt has undergone some re-editing.
1 hope all is satisfactory.

Yours very truly.~

Hug . V. Goodyear
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CHARACTER3;STXCS OF STALLED OR LOOP3;PING HURR3;CANES

A. Purpose and Score

Tne purpose of'hzs informal report zs to revue.r some pertinent
material and available data» and to respond to'ome questions lithely
to occur regarding the changes in characteristics that hurricanes in,
the Gulf of 2!exico, the Caribbean, and along the Southeastern. At).antic
undergo - he they "stall"or "loop" par'icularly wi h. respect tg
is referred to as the St. Lucie Site» Florida.

l

Of particular concern. is the review of data and. conclusions providecL

by the Applicant» F3.orida Power and Light Company (3.)» pages ~ 28-1

through Q2.28-72. 3: have reviewed the above and have provided answers.

. to the ques tions likely to occur al3.uded to in the preceding p aragr aph
Because of'he scarcity of'ata wh'ere 'it is most needed» during >oops
arid stalls, especial3.y before the days of'irplane reconnaissance

k

quantitative answers 'to most questions are very difficult if not im
possible. However, based on some sound theoretica1. considerations
addition to whatever data is available, and. uti3 izing uhe results of
some extensive work that has been- done on hurricane characteris ics
in general along and near coastal United States, some very sound and

reasonable qualitative statements and opinions can be made.,

B. Data and References

Xn addition to t'e data included in the report furnished. by the
I

Applicant» I obtained additional data from the Nat;iona1 Hurricane Center
at Cor al Gables, Florida. Another source of'uch information and data
~ras the plater Hanagement Xnformation Division of the. Office of'



0
Hydrology, U. S. -'rleather Service (3~ 5, and 6)--. some of this m teria3

is unpublished. A Bibliograx(hy is appended.
'E

C. De- inition of Some Pertinent Te~s.

(l-) - Xntensit,y 0 a Hurricane: Ideally, this should be defined

so as to take into account all the energy. in a hurricane, both vexti-
cally and horizontally to as far out as the cyclonic circulation.
exists. Prom a more practical standpoint, and, especially for the

!'ngineer,the intensity of a hurrican should suggest an.idea of
potential for producing dmages caused. by winds~ high tidal surges 3nd

waves as it strikes or comes near some coastal site..:aside fxom the .

central pressure dexicit- ]peripheral pressure minus the .lowest pxessuxe

at the center), which can add. significantly; to the tidK surge due to.
its inducing an upward "hmnp" in and. near the "eye"~ the greatest pro-
portion of the energy in a hurricane is in its kinetic energy 'he

"'trengthof th windfield. Xn addition, a high pexcentage of .the
A

kinetic energy in a hurricane is within a ring centered close to the
eye.of the storm and extending outward, a distance of'everal .times"

*

the Badiu of 'Maximum Minds (R).

Xt is, considered, that the one characteristic of a huxxicane which is, ~

most indicative of its intensity is the maximum wind as a 5 to 3.0
(. - - e

minut'e average, and f'r standardization~'-estimated at a height of 3Q

feet above sea-level.
.level pressure at the

of the maximum ~inds,

available

lacking an estimate. of this, the minimum sea«
C

center may be used, which gives a good estimat„
I

especially when used. in combination with H~ if

I find nothing in t;he literature wherein a writer has attempted, to
put'alues to the adjectives "weak~ ox barely a hurricane"~ "mode-

rate", "severe", "extremely severe", or whatever. Sub jectivity



.seems to g
" in t vs, n inv stigatox's cr~ron sometim s oeinE

colo ed by the resulting,d~aages rather than by the energetics ox.
b

the storm itself ..

Xn sugary» the intensity of, a hurricane, at least for engineering

purposes» should be judged by the maximum winds and. the centza3.

pressure def'icit, the former being the mos important Both

stronger m'imum wind,s, and,

have posit'e correlations

cular site.

the greater central pressure dexicits
with the tidal surge produced at a paxti—

E

(2) - Xn ensification or deintisiz zcai "on e Xn view of iten (1)

above, t e definitions of'he two terms are f'aiz3.y obvious» and, are..

considered. useful, generalizations» but sometimes lead to oversimp3.i-

f3.cau3.ons e

For example» if the definitions axe to apply to the life histoz3. of"

a ae ticular storm consideration shou3.d. be given to the'adius of
l<aximw~ .'~Jinds (R)» if avai3.able. Background. material, used in the
development of'he Standard Project Hurricane indicates that once a

hurricane reaches maturity» which may be loosely defined as. peak

intensity» it tends to expand. R gets larger» but the maximum winds
s

4

decrease somewhat. This is nore noticeable. after recurvature. Th@

two changes tend. to negate each other» and. the energy availao3.e foz

damage product'on does not change much Pw a genexality»'however»

the definitions of'he above terms are considered xeasonable and. have

the useful advantage of simplicity,
(3) — Radius of Naximum ~Hind (R): The radia1 distance f'rom the

hurricane centex'o the location of highest winds which usually
occurs just outward from the hurricane eye-wal3 cloud. Xt is usua3.3.y

located to the right of the di,rection of forward motion of the storm.

(g) — Stall: For the purposes of this report a stall'ea hurri em
I



"vl3.1 3.

(
~ s Hard

cons" d ed one th t gas lo or i lo
notion, and,for a considerab3.e period of tim, 32 to ~ hours

or more~ moves at an average. forward speed. of less than 5 ~ots
nis may include one or several short periods "shen "he stomaox2R c ODles to

a virtua3. standstill or meanders around within a smM~l. gaea

The choice of the "12 to @. hours or more" and. the'less than 5 ~ots",
r

criteria ~ere prompted by two considerations: 'first is the considera;
tion that the characteristics of a Probable M~mx Hurricane (see

r" erence 5) already includes the prob "bility o~ a translational
speed. Of' ~ots ~th no time 3.imitationsp and. second, is the avail

~ aabzlxty of data.. With very minor exceptions~ the only indication an

investigator has ox the translational speed of a hurricane,

.12-„or @. - hou ly'ositions sholem in the publi,shed. traces~

is the

such as

an reference 2 in the Bibliography. The minor e ceptions, are some
L

very„an~ense or notable hurric>mes -.rhich v~~e suojected "oc e ~o spew,al

investigations because they entered, or just barely by-passed~

V. S . co as t~ c "using extensive damage- 3:n adcLLtion~ stalls of 3ess

th~~ 12 hours duration~ preceded and followed by translationa3. sp edssp eds

of 5'nots or greater~ are almost impossible to sing3.e out~ with the
.. minor" exceptions alluded to above, The Applicant has. included inP

table 2.2O-7 of reference l~ some of the above ginor. exceptions for
comparison purposes ~ These exceptions are mentioned further on in.

this report Their stalling 'durations ~er'e for some 3 to 6 hours

The duration of stalls found in the investigationp aside from the

exceptions mentioned above, varied from 60 to 96 hours in the ~ape.i-

cent s report, and 12 to 96 hours in my investigation. The 1O>er

limit of 12 hours comes from Hurricane Fern (1971)~ which wras of
bar ely hurric=".e intensity most of the time.

(5) — Loons; Simply, a portion of the storm's track wherein it
r r



t

dose;lbes 'oug'n13 Oui "euler, oval, or Ce."r-m s'.aced ya~h. ard r-
,

- crosses a position. it previously occupied.. Doub3.e and more int ica e
~ ~

.loops occasion~&ly.occur.- A lot of the evidence and. data for 3.oops

as we3.1 as stalls c~~e from Technical Paper ~choo 55, 'Tropical Cyclones

of the 'cnorth Atlantic Ocean" (2), - from numerous articles in the *

~hl. i-' . H. '-: tlat), d f
the Of'"ice of 2yciro3.ogy. A short discussion on. looping may be f'ound,

t

in pages 18 to 23 of'eference 2, above~ and. it very generally beaz.s

out som of 'the finding in this study.

J.hey app ar 'n a raih r large range of sizes, f om 3.ass than 10 miles
Iin diamete to as. large as the huge loop executed by Boria (3$ 67)

which covered an area of about 10 degrees of latitude in length and
I

took about 8 days to complete. Looping occurs either c3.och~ise or
counterc3.ockvise with almost equal frequency, and there is no reason

to believe that looping and/or stalling are not caused by the same
*

dyaa.amic ~ ac i ors ~ .

D. Discussions of Some Specific Questions..
t ~ - ~

~ 3.. Does the Applicant respond adequately to the questions posed.„,„.
1

as No. -2.28 and is Me choice of historical data',adequate~

Yes, on both„: counts. The following contents are of'fered,:

'a). '.The choice of'ata is adequate~ covering a period ofI ~

~ over 60 years, a sample of 30 hurricanes that either stalled. or 3.ooped

within the areas specified by the question.'uring ~his* 60 year

period a total of'bout 508 tropical storm s were recordedp of,which "
e

30&„were of hurricane intensity (maximum winds of 7$ mph or higher)
T. looked at storms encompassing a more recent period of 36 years~ .

obtaining a s~ple of'3 stalling or looping hurricanes or tropical
,storms. The difference- in sample number is mostly accounted fo by.



~ ~ 'he z act that I i. uded sto~s that ~ere o ess than hz „:can

tense.iy during all or a significant part of the time zom about
s(,, > hours before to M hours after the loop or stall. These me~>er storms

are useful in testing the hypothesis .that a tropical storm~ less than
hu. ricane intensity„ necessarily, or even usually, intensifies durin
a per'd of "st~&1" ~ Excluded I".rom the sur'vey are what are considered.

to be the initial stages of a storm

IdeM~ ly~ all tzopical, storms should. be surveyed, since only a „ini,
number have been recorded. during the 3 ast fe~~ centuries

However,'e

i ble data of mg value are z are1y available in the older stormsuo res>.

and me are f'orced to zely.heavily on the d.ata X'rom more recent yeaz.s

and assume this data is representative of previous years

(b). The conclusions that the Applicant arrives at~ base/
on the avail "-ble dat"- ~ is es s enti ally correct o The reviever9 using
added data, deems the conclusions reasonable. Here are specific
comments on the eight (8) conclusi'ons cU.scussea. on page Q2 28-3. of
the z'evised version o> the report dated.;,'ay 9~ 1975, reference 1 ~

1r
(1.) - Good conclusion.. Should. have defined., at least qualita—

tively, what the term 'moderate'eanso

{2.) - Corr ect.

(3.) - Essentially correct » some of'he ~cake .:..storms~ oz those

of barely hurricane intensity, do intensify somewhat during loop~nop-'nK~

but apparently a1most always near or after the end. of the loopinoopl.ng

period, and are picking up translational speed.o

{Li.) - The remark< is good, although the sample is on, the smal3

side. A larger Sample, if'available~ vould probably give the same

z elative number s.

(5,) - This is essentially true of'he ~~eater or moderate storms.

Ti e records are

are very st;rong

not as clear on the more intense ones, but indic
that t'e more severe storms t.eaten during and aftez

stalling GIld/or looping ~



(6.) — JgreeO

(7. )
II

incor act

- 1 'rould modify this conc3usion to read, "Xt is therefore
to state thai a >se3.l-developed hurricane vi3.1...

(8.) - ~we remark is certainly'true for intense stor.'s,

A ew more remarks appear in order:

a.. ~ne Applicant does not appear to discuss the guestiou.'f how

R varies re1aiive to the variation of the other parameters in. a loop

ing ox stalin™ hurricane'. Admittedly, v lu s o R, especia3.3.y dur-
I

ing st&~is and 3.oops, are very scarce: note hat only about ha3.f

sto~s'isted in Table 2;28-7 of reference 3. have est~~ates of'

Successive values of R taken during the loops and sta3.ls are needed

However, Z furnish some opinions pertaining to the variations ox R

further on in this report, particularly in question 6

b The discussion of meteorological
I

vhic'ause or contribute to sta1ling ancL

and,oceanographic factors
P

3.ooping is very good.

C ~ One particular point ves perhaps not stressed. enough Uith
no exceptions that I have been able to find~ the extremely severe

storms~ rom the ma~urn wind standpoint~ have moved. 'xijht'lonl~,
Carla (3.961) was a slight exception. Even then~ it had" an average

forward speed, of over 6 mph during the close to 36 hours that it
4 ~ ,t

unde~~ent a short stall followed by a small loop some 6 to 8 hours

later.. Beulah {1967) slo~aed do~.to near 3 knots for a z".em hours~

but= only after landfall~ some 1/0 miles HPd'f BronQsville By

it. had. ~e"='»ened considerably.

2 Can hurricanes such as Camille (3.969), Beulah (1967),

Carl"=, (1961), and hurricanes of August 2l-31~ 191~9~ September 6-20

.1928, two in 193$ , July 25 to August g, ~d August 31-to September 7~



md .be not=ble Omnicmes

3 8 so as CO Rzx Gct the

of Seotenbex 1!.-.' 't9! P, be tnsnsooseS as

Lucie site?

As far as the first three storms above are concernea X shouldo strong y
recommend against 't. Tzansposition of any kind o stow v3.thout

0d3 fying or d just ng t e characteristics, should only be attempte<
within very sm»l areas and. distances. vherein all cliaat l al0 o+3 c al axld

pe haps ocear ographic factors axe homogeneous, or almost.so vj.thixx.

negligaole small limits Xn this case the ch,stances invo3;ed in.
,transposition are not only relatively great~ but it is virtu.=>3y 3~-
poss3ble to assess the effects to a hurr3.can™ of Lhe diz ex. n es ized

the factors mentioned above.

For the rGBla3.ning storms Che answer 3.s ves ~ Poz'hese the distance-

0 Cz'a spos" i ioxl 3.s almost trivial> ~ and 3.n Bly oDinioQ. xlo adjustgust. ends

3n storm characteristics are necessary. A word of caution is in
order, Leep the transposed. Crack generally parQleL to the original,
track of the sCorn in cuestion.

lf the sto~s mentioned in item 2. above ~ere trans-'
'osed,,andthe parameters adjusted as suggested by the criteria of:

the SPH, mould any parameters emceed those of the PHH'?-

ho. This type of difficulty@as kept in mind during the deve3.opmeng
~I

of the PHH~ ax.d it is felt it cannot happen if'he adjustments

corx'Bc tly RG Qe e

Are the cziteria f'r a PNH as presented in Memorandum ..
s

SUB 7-97 (5) still considered conservative'? . |:s it still pzov diPZ'OV3.

elevate'nswers to the questions it addresses itself to.'?

Yes, on both counts.

5 . Xn the opinion of the review r~ does Memorandum HUH, 7 97

provicm hypothetical sto~s that provide characteristics foz, a. p;IH:

CLat -s~ill g.ve the greatest possible surge. level at any particular

-8-



open co ast site

zae Purpose md Scan on page 2 'of kiemorandum HVH 7-g7 (5)
I¹t it is to:provide hurricanes specifications tQRt ax 9 meteoro

3.ogicM3.y and..geographically consistent fox use in p1anning" and,

evaluating design criteria for hurricane protection works," and, esga-

blishes ch=" ="cteristics,which~ when considexed. in combination yield.~ yx.e

the most severe hur icane possible.

Tae only par~™ eter that, is 'fixeL'or way 3.ocation a3.ong the coast

is the CPX, or lowest centxal pxessuxeo The other parameters are
i

lo.aed a >Qde rage of, values~ at mp'ocation along the coast~

consistent with the meteorological daua used. in. deve1oping thepe

criteria ~ Since surface >rinds are highly depended. on pressure grad.-

ients -" no ogram'is provided. in the memorandum vhich is used. to obtain
the m»~aw.w nd, using the CPl value as the criterion
Since. the maximum wind is the one most important z".actor in assessing

the- surge —. producing potential, of a hurricane., and this has"«oeen

m~mize6 as much as seems reasonable~ the answer to the above.

question is vest

6o lf we ass~e that a x'eal PZE is approaching, the St

Lucie site, coulcL we conjecture that it could. sloe Gown'to a P. that
is slower than the PTIH criteria allows~ Tx yes~ what happens to its:
other characteristics and.,give some opinion as''to ho+ long it would

take for these changes to take place..

Zo to the first question as it stands.

Pith "- xu ther'ualification the answer could. be yes.. This is that
the storm would no longer be of PHH intensity 'Lae maximum winds

would decrease,'he CP1 would increase. Other characteristics >would

probably also change.

Since the implication is that it is approachiv~~. a stal.l~ ox



~
~ ~ loop> Ghis opi~ " s suppo ted not only Q~~heo

~ ~

airly we31 dev
v h

loopz g. « total oz 22 cases of loops or stag.ls are listed in T

2 28"7 (1) «r which maxim~ 'mind estimates were available for b <or

during» and zter the stall or looping. On3.y 5 cases are listed:
whe e the m~za winds sere of hurricane propo- ions b f 3.*~, e o e looping~

the estimates aging f om 81 to 116 mph, JQ.l 5: storms weat'.ened

during the loop ox stall, 2 of than to less than hurrih ricane intensity
one of the

above/plora�
( 1 963 ) ~ recovered a si~ic ant

during the loop oz some BO hours Qu~a-

3 eft the loop and was,accele atinE northeas
w~~d. r-"Q3-cLly»

The rest of the data consisted, of'ases that t'-ere less intense before

looping, and about half did intensify during looping. A sto~ thae

Sell in this categoxy was,Easy (1950) 3:t appeared., to have intensi,-
fied, to over 100 mph (109 mph) during looping Some continued. to
intensify after completing the stall or 3.oop~ but by that tin.e.they
were moving away from the area comparative'.y rapidly.
The sparse data ind'cates this decrease in intensity~ of. a P~IH

that is~ vill mount to some 15 to 20$ of the mir~~un, wind within 2LI.

hours. &th only one exception~ Ploza (1963)~ the sto~s that t;ere

once severe continue to weaken for some additional Jp to $6,hours
.''lthoughat s3.ightly lover rate. Since this st~Mling we are con-

jecturing is occurring near the coast it is fair to assume .that

wear'ening would. occur at a faster x ate than indic"ted. by the data

Reasons foz this wakening, as a severe storm approaches a 3.~d'reBrcap

are mell known.

Fne question as to what happen's=- to R the r-"dius of maximummum w nds~

during th. s period, of deintensification~.is Qif'ficu3't to answer



because pertine d,ata during periods of '~ ping or: tall
practicakly non-e~si nt.

g Data from more ordinary storms support the idea that R inincreases

during weakening IIost of the reliable data availab3.e on this suo-

gect comes rom that acquired for the develoMlent of the SPH Cr

There is no doubt that there is a. negative correl,atior» a3.though.

small, between storm intensity and. R» as also a positive correla-
tion between latitude and. R. The two effects can be arobab3.yp

P

separated by st tistical methods» but since we are he~e dealea a.ng ~G.M

vroolems of e~~remes (what happens when. a Pi~iH "reD~ens?) it ~ay note s > z, nay~oi
b wo~~wa~ le. The problem concerns what happens to a paz' cuJ

ar'torm

+

3:t is. the opinion of the reviewer that if'he PPA happroaches wit+ the
smallest allowable R, about 5 n. mi.» R wi3.1 increase to about 1O to
l5 n,. mi. during the period of'eakening Xf 't is at or neaz

highest possible a3.lowable for a Pi~LE it'ill.probab1y increase by

oMy a vel y insignif2.c ant 8HLouxlt +

Simultaneously» the size of the cyc1onic circulation of'he hurri
cane windf.'ield should, enlarge somewhat,; but on3.y by a modest amount"»

probab3.y insi~ficant f'rom an engineering standpoint insofar as its
aff'ect on a particular small site is concerned.

7. Qzalita ively, what happens to a PÃH if it slows do„~
*

to practically a standstill? Does it fi3.1 r pid3y Zoooop, s 1 for
. a considerable time» - or whatever?

3:t should. fill, or we&en» very rapidly'lhether it subsequent3.y

loops or not depends on the combination of'eteorological factors
present at the time. A fairly wide range of ch~~ ges are possib3.e

thougH not necessarily with equal probabilities 3:f it 3.oops tl e

real question is for how long and what the sizo of the 3.oop is



~
~ go~-,long vali ~ weakened storm remain ~; ~~n -" shor~ ~clou-rh di-

tance that -'Iaves of significant size continue to a feet
~Nl foz a matter of severM days'7 This is highly ~nprob "blDro a 6 very c3.ose

to the coast. - Judged by available data the s"ore very soon

weaken ~~d dissipate, probab3.y in from 12'o EB hours

8. Xn my opinion, does the report by the App3.ical con

seryatively characterize the historical storms tbs zz ve a. bearxzL

on the problem o anomilies caused by stal3 s .and. loops'2 ~

IYes.

Z. Addi"'nal remarks:

1.'heze appears to be only a relatively 3.o~.s probabilitj. of a

tropical storm 1ooping at or very near to the

Foe probability of a iwell-developed hu ricane

1ess ~

site in question.„

doing the same is caen.

2. A stalling tropical, storm, or hurricane at the site has a.

sza1ler proDaoxlxty thK" ~ loop+ Reco~nizable loops .in.in s os tracks
seem to occur about 3 times a,. often as stalls as ve havee ave aefinect a

stall.
A "stalling" storm, ox one that moves very sloml> cazL IEovc in.

Ialong a relatively straight track~ thus prol'ongea on-shore tiinds carT.

be ezpe'rieaced. at=.the..site, perhaps fo a duration. of u '. dup. TQ q. daya

However, the fact th"t the storm should weaken considerably as it
approaches and mates landfall should. be kept in mind.. Thi

particulazly true the closer to land. a looping or stalin~ storm

occur's ~

weakening its potential for prolonged surge "~ave action P

C

a looping storm near the site, there i.s a good probabi3.sty1t ll

that part of the time the surface winds x~i13. be offshore at the site~

«1 2
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